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" The Garage Man's Money - Maker "

BADLY worn cylinders and pistons, non-seating rings, piston
slap, power loss, and friction are due to such an extent to
non-alignment of pistons and rods that our engineers con-

centrated their efforts on the design of an alignment gauge that
would remedy these causes and which could be marketed at a
very nominal figure.

The worthy result of their efforts is admirably illustrated in the PRES-
SURE-PROOF ALIGNING GAUGE and, after rigid tests and usage in our own
plant, we have every confidence in now offering it to the trade.

The PRESSURE-PROOF ALIGNING GAUGE is, without exception, the most
complete and efficient aligning tool ever constructed. Its acceptance by
the garage, service station and cylinder reboring shops will, we are con-
fident, be spontaneous with its public appearance.

When you figure that, for a mar-
vellously low installation cost, you
may secure the means of offsetting
all of the aforesaid troubles—at
little trouble to yourself, and at
much profit—you will readily see
how essential it is for you to install
the PRESSURE-PROOF ALIGNING
GAUGE in your own establishment.

You of the trade will readily ap-
preciate the value of this tool and
the illustrations will firmly esta-
blish our claim of extreme simpli-
city and compactness.

The PRESSURE-PROOF ALIGNING
GAUGE is complete as it comes to
you. There are no extras or trim-
mings. Everything required for
the operation is there and ready to
hand; even to the attached swing
wrench on the jack-screw.

FIG. 2—BENT ROD
Piston bearing hard, at lower end,

open at upper end.

For use, the PRESSURE-PROOF ALIGNING GAUGE is bolted on a bench
in front of a window for the reason that light is necessary to show the
clearance between the straight-edge and the piston on rod that is being
trued. Lacking daylight, an electric light may be hung in rear of the
gauge.

FIG. 4—TWISTED ROD
Vee Bloek on pin to show the twist .
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The PRESSURE-PROOF ALIGNING
GAUGE will take care of any type
of piston or rod. Fig. 5 shows it in
use with the new Lyni te Piston,
with sides removed or any of the
light pistons relieved on the sides
for expansion while hot. For this
type of piston is furnished a sliding
square which makes use of the flat
top surface of the piston in align-
ing. See back page.

A twist in a connecting rod is as
troublesome, as noisy and harder
to find than a bend in the rod.
Prove each rod before assembling
in the piston with the "V" Block,
and correct the alignment before
assembling the piston for the final
test. See Fig. 4.

The footnotes under each of the
illustrations will explain the various
•operations and your own knowledge
will enable you to see other possi-
bilities which the PRESSURE-PROOF ALIGNING GAUGE offers in assisting you
to increase your business and list of satisfied customers.

The final and finishing test for
alignment should invariably''" be
with the piston, rod and pin com-
pletely assembled, just as it is in-
tended to go into the motor. This
will show whether the reaming of
the holes has slightly altered the
hang of the piston. Prove the work
by placing the rod on the aligning
pin., first one way, then the other,
and bend the rod if necessary in
the aligning block, until the sides
of the piston show the same against
the face of the upright whichever
way the rod is placed on the pin.
The npoad side, of the arm pin for
large rods, the narrow for small.
See Fig. 2 and 3 and front page.

There is positively nothing in
P.P.A.G. construction to get out
of order, break or cause trouble.

FIG. 3-BENT ROD The PRESSURE-PROOF ALIGNING
Pi9tonbeartegharda,,upper>nd, GAUGE iS an ESSet VOU IllUSt SCCUre
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for it will pay you dividends on
every overhauling job you tackle
inasmuch as 50% to 75% of the
pistons taken out of cars will show
more or less the brightly worn spot
near the top of one side and the
equivalent at the bottom of the
opposite side of t he p i s t o n .
This means non-alignment-the job
for which the P.P.A.G. was con-
structed. See Fig. 2 and 3.

Whatever method you now
use for aligning purposes, it is
obsolete alongside of the Pres-
sure-Proof Aligning Gauge. 20
to 39 minutes is all that is ne-
cessary for a perfect job and
all worry and guess work is
eliminated.

FIG. 5—SLIDING SQUARE
Used on Lynite or other pistons, out a

relieved for expansion when hot.

Your Jobber carries the PRESSURE-PROOF ALIGNING GAUGE or can get it for you.
.If, however, you should experience any delay, mail the Coupon

below and we will see that you are supplied at once.

PRICE: $50.00

PRESSURE-PROOF RINGS, LIMITED
SIIEBBROOKE. QUE.

•^••••WRITE ADDRESSES PLAINLY AND CUT OFF !N THIS LINE •̂̂ •"•••̂ •̂

192__

PRESSURE-PROOF RINGS, LIMITED
SHERBROOKE. QUE.

Dear Sirs:
Our (my) Jobber hasn't the PRESSURE-PROOF ALIGNING GAUGE in

stock. Please arrange tp supply us (me) with... ....immediately.
(state quantity)

Our (my) Jobber's name is... „•

Address.. ... .-, : , ..... '...

Firm Name

Address

Signature


